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3DQDVRQLF 1.



Introduction



We at Panasonic realise that the service engineer needs to understand the circuitry inside the TV and for this need, we have produced this Supplemental Technical Guide.



used in-conjunction with the EURO 4 Technical Guide and the relevant Service Manuals. Only those differences which have arisen with the introduction of new models are covered in this Supplemental Technical Guide , all other information is as presented in the EURO 4 Technical Guide (TZS8EL001).



This Supplemental Technical Guide contains updated information for the EURO 4 chassis and should be
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3DQDVRQLF 2.



Control Processing



2.1.



Control Processing



safety input of the microprocessor IC1101 is in-operative.



The following section only highlights changes in control processing which have occurred with the introduction of new models into the EURO 4 line up, and should be used inconjunction with the EURO 4 technical guide.



Where an error occurs resulting in there being no vertical synchronisation signal being fedback to transistor Q451, capacitor C455 discharges via R458 resulting in transistor Q451 conducting. This results in pin 71 of the microprocessor IC1101 being pulled LOW and the TV switching into standby after a short delay.



The Microprocessor IC1101 used on the EURO 4 chassis is the SDA5450 which performs the same processing tasks as under taken by the microprocessor used on the first generation EURO 4. This includes not only control processing but teletext processing too.



:



Pin 74 - RC The users commands for control of the TV receiver are applied via the remote control. These commands from the remote control transmitter are applied via the remote control receiver to pin 74 of IC1101, this command data being in serial format.



Listed below is those changes: 2.1.1. Input Control :



Pin 54 - Reset In This input terminal is used as a power OFF reset by the microprocessor IC1101 when the TV is switched into standby. Without this power OFF reset the microprocessor IC1101 has no way of knowing the operational condition of the TV. When the TV is switched OFF the operational data from the digital processing ICs is lost. This means that at switch ON this data has to be reloaded. To be able to do this the microprocessor IC1101, has to be reset so that at switch ON from standby the operational data is reload into the digital processing ICs. This is achieved with reset IC IC1105, which monitors the 5V supply line via pin 2. When the 5V supply falls to approximately 4.8V the reset IC IC1105 inputs a reset pulse via pin 54 of the microprocessor IC1101.



2.1.2. Output Control :



Pin 53 - Reset Out To ensure correct operation of the digital ICs, they must be started at a specific time in order to permit signal processing. This is achieved by the reset control line output from pin 53 of the microprocessor IC1101. During switch ON the digital ICs are held LOW by Q1101 which is conducting at this point due to the 5V standby supply fed to the base of Q1101 via R1112. Once the supply voltages have become established pin 53 of the microprocessor IC1101 pulls the base of Q1101 LOW resulting in it switching OFF. A HIGH level is then fed via R1111 to the digital ICs initiating their start-up.



:



Pin 79 - Chroma Switch (M-Board Only) The chroma switch control output from pin 79 of the microprocessor IC1101 is used to control the switching transistors Q3202, Q3204 located on the M-Board. This control line being used to select between the chroma signals input from the S-VHS inputs of AV3 and AV2.



:



Pin 71 - VProt This input is used to detect a fault in the deflection circuit. This is achieved by using the vertical synchronisation signal which is fed to the microprocessor IC1101 pin 47, via transistor Q1108. This signal is also fed via diode D453 where capacitor C455 is charged. The charge held by capacitor C455 results in a HIGH level being applied to the base of transistor Q451, which ensures that the transistor is switched OFF. When transistor Q451 is switched OFF a HIGH level is applied to pin 71 of the microprocessor IC1101, fed via resistor R457. This HIGH level ensures that the



:



Pin 81 - LED The standby LED is controlled via pin 81 of the microprocessor IC1101, which when In standby mode causes the standby LED to light up. Pin 81 is also used to flash the standby LED when the Infra-red remote control receiver receives a signal from the remote control.
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3DQDVRQLF 3.



Geometry Adjustment



Large screen CRTs require an additional circuit which is used for picture geometry adjustment. This additional circuit is used to cancel the effects of the earths magnetic field.



while the input via pin 6 is fed to the non-inverting input of op-amp2. The result of increasing this d.c. current to the inverting input of op-amp1 is to reduce its output, while the output of op-amp2 is amplified increasing its output. This results in the picture rotating in an anti-clockwise direction.



This circuit is provided by IC1901 (located on the M-Board TNP8EM021 or TNP8EM020) which contains two op-amps. These op-amps being configured as push-pulls devices.



Likewise, when the d.c. current is decreased the output from op-amp1 is amplified increasing its output, while the output of op-amp2 is decreased. This results in the picture rotating clockwise.



IC1901 is fed a d.c. current which can be adjusted by the user via the OSD display. Here the user can adjust the picture geometry in 54 steps (+26 / -27). By increasing the OSD value the d.c. current to IC1901 is also increased, under the control of microprocessor IC1101 pin 77, which is used to control the current fed to IC1901 pins 3 and 6. Pin 3 is fed to the inverting input of internal op-amp1,
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A cancellation coil on the AK1 series is also controlled by IC1901, which is used cancel any artifacts which could corrupt the purity of the CRT. The negative feedback loop for op-amp1 is via R1905 while the negative feedback for op-amp2 is via R1908.



AK1 Series Only Cancellation
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3DQDVRQLF 4.



Dynamic Automatic Focus (D.A.F.)



4.1. Introduction



connector E4 to the P-Board via connector P4. Once on the P-Board the signal splits into two paths.



Euro 4 wide screen models (PK1 and PK2) have an additional circuit provided, named Dynamic Automatic Focus (D.A.F.), this circuit is used to overcome the problems of poor focus at the outer edges of the picture which is normally associated with large screen CRTs. By using this D.A.F. circuit, focus of the picture at the outer edges of the CRT are as sharp as the centre portions of the picture. To provide this feature an additional circuit located on the P-Board (TNP8EP016) is used (as shown on page 7). This circuit containing IC3901 is discussed in the following sections.



:



The first path feeds the vertical pulse to the vertical deflection coil which is fed via connector P3.



:



The second path feeds the vertical signal via the zener diode D3921 and transistor Q3917 where the signal is amplified and fed to IC3901 pin 15.



The horizontal pulse output from the horizontal output transistor Q551 is split into four paths. :



The first path feeds the horizontal pulse directly to pin 10 of the flyback transformer T551



:



The second path feeds the horizontal pulse directly to the horizontal deflection coil via connector E4 onto the P-Board via connector P4 to the horizontal deflection coil via connector P3.



To carry out D.A.F. processing a horizontal and vertical pulse are fed to IC3901.



:



The third path feds a horizontal flyback pulse to the E-Board and to the video processing stage.



The vertical pulse is output from the vertical output IC IC451 pin 2 (LA7845) or pin 3 (LA7876), and fed to



:



The fourth path finally feds the horizontal pulse to IC3901 pin 13 via amplifier transistor Q3901.



4.2. D.A.F. Processing
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3DQDVRQLF P-Board DAF Circuit
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3DQDVRQLF D3917 becomes reversed biased due to the HIGH level being fed via R3974. The horizontal drive signal is now fed to the FET transistor Q3905, this soft start allowing time for the supplies to the DAF stage to become established.



4.3. AN5422K (IC3901) The horizontal and vertical pulses as mentioned earlier are fed to IC3901 pins 13 and 15. Here a vertical and a horizontal drive pulse are produced and output via pins 3 and 21.



The vertical pulse which is input via pin 15 is fed via the vertical trigger stage before being passed onto the following vertical oscillator. The vertical oscillator is set via pin 16, while the timing of the oscillator is set via pin 18. From the oscillator stage the vertical pulse is fed to the vertical drive stage, the amplitude of the vertical pulse being set by R3927 / R3918 connected to pin 19.



The horizontal pulse input via pin 13 is fed via a noise cancellation circuit and sync. separator stage whose reference is set via pin 11 by R3987/R3983 and C3939. The horizontal sync. pulse is then output via pin 10 and input via pin 9 of IC3901 to the AFC stage. At the AFC stage the horizontal sync. pulse is compared with the horizontal flyback pulse input via pin 8. Here the phase is set by adjusting R3938. The horizontal pulse is then output via pin 7 and input via pin 6 to the horizontal oscillator stage (the adjustment for which can be set by R3922) before being fed via the horizontal driver stage and output via pin 3.



The vertical pulse is then output via pin 21 synchronised by the vertical flyback pulse input via pin 22. This vertical signal is then fed to the base Q3903. Transistor Q3903 is then used to generate a parabola signal of approximately 5Vpp. This parabola waveform is then fed to the cascade connected transistors Q3907, Q3906. Here the signal is amplified to approximately 250Vpp before being fed to pin 4 of transformer T3901.



After the horizontal drive signal is output from pin 3 at approximately 2.2Vpp the signal is fed via the complementary Darlington pair connected transistors Q3902, Q3904. The signal is then fed via the FET transistor Q3905 to T3901 pin 1 at approximately 250Vpp.



The D.A.F. transformer T3901 then combines both the horizontal sync pulse mentioned earlier with the vertical parabola waveform. This combined signal is then output via the HV terminal to the D.A.F. input terminal of the FBT T551 located on the E-Board. Here the signal is added to the focus voltage of T551, the focus voltage VF2 with the D.A.F. waveform signal which is then supplied to the focus terminal on the CRT.



The horizontal drive signal output from pin 3 IC3901 is also fed to transistors Q3911 and Q3912 which provides a soft start at switch by grounding the horizontal drive signal applied to the gate terminal of Q3905. At switch on Q3911 is biased into conduction by the rising 12V supply line which is fed via R3974 to the base of Q3911. With Q3911 biased on, the horizontal drive signal is grounded via the collector/emitter junction.



By this method the focus voltage for the central and outer edges of the scan undergo alteration. This results in the focus voltage for the outer edges being reduced compared with that of the central area of the screen, thus increasing the focusing distance of the beam and enhancing focus at the outer edges.



Q3911 remains biased on until the zener diode (D3915) break-over voltage is reached at this point capacitor C3938 begins to charge. Once C3938 is fully charged Q3912 switches on, removing the base bias from Q3911. Q3911 switches OFF and diode
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3DQDVRQLF 4.3.1. RGB 4:3 Mode



Q580 and pin 45 of the microprocessor IC1101, which pulls the base of Q580 LOW. This results in the transistor switching OFF and the relay contact opening. When the contact of relay RL580 is open, the path the horizontal signal follows changes. This sees the horizontal signal being fed from the horizontal scan coil back to connector P3 pin 1 (as mentioned earlier) and fed via capacitor C586, the relay contact and coil L585. The relay contact short circuiting L580, R580 and C580. The horizontal signal is again finally fed via coils L581, L584 and L582 back to the E-Board and the FBT.



On those models which use the VDP IC601 located on the E-Board, an additional circuit is required. This additional circuit is used to support the display of RGB in 4:3 mode. Where a normal composite or S-VHS signal is processed and displayed on screen, horizontal compression and expansion takes place in the horizontal scaler stage within the VDP. However the RGB signal which is also fed to and processed by the VDP is inserted after the VDPs horizontal scaler stage, meaning that no horizontal compression can take place. To over come this problem, located on the P-Board (page 7) is, a relay RL580.



During these periods of 4:3 display the 150V supply voltage to the DAF circuit is also reduced. This is achieved by the circuit consisting of transistor Q3922, Q3923 and opto-isolator D3922.



Where a normal wide screen display is processed the the horizontal drive signal is fed from the line output transistor Q551, via connector E4 to the P-Board and connector P4. Here the horizontal drive signal is output to the horizontal scan coil connected to connector P3 pin 4 and fedback to the P-Board via connector P3 pin 1. The horizontal signal is then fed via an L/C/R circuit made up of coil L580, resistor R580 and capacitor C580, from here the signal is fed via the relay contact of RL580, controlled by transistor Q580 and pin 45 of the microprocessor IC1101.



When a normal wide screen display is processed transistor Q3922 is biased into conduction via a pull-up resistor R1180 (located on the E-board) mentioned earlier, this HIGH level being fed via connectors E9, P9 pin 3. When Q3922 is biased into conduction its collector goes LOW removing any bias to the diode junction of the opto-isolator D3922. With D3922 OFF transistor Q3923 is also switched OFF. The supply voltage of 150V to the DAF circuit is thus fed via resistor R3901.



In normal wide screen display transistor Q580 is biased into conduction, via a pull-up resistor R1180 (located on the E-Board). This results in current flow being fed via R589 (connected to the 15V supply line), the relay winding and the collector-emitter junction of transistor Q580. This current flow via the relay winding of RL580 results in the switch closing, short circuiting coil L585 and resistors R584 and R585. The horizontal signal is then finally fed via coils L581, L584 and L582 back to the E-Board and the FlyBack Transformer (FBT) T551.



When an RGB 4:3 display is being processed the base of transistor Q3922 is pulled LOW by pin 45 of the microprocessor IC1101. With transistor Q3922 switched OFF the opto-isolator D3922 is biased into conduction by a HIGH level fed via resistor R3902 fed from the 15V supply line. This results in transistor Q3923 also being biased into conduction by a HIGH level fed via the collector-emitter junction of D3922. With transistor Q3923 now conducting this series regulator configured transistor reduces the supply to the DAF circuit to approximately 90V. By reducing the supply voltage to the DAF circuit the DAF signal is also reduced, ensuring optimum picture conditions as described in section 4.



However when an RGB signal is input and displayed in 4:3 format the relay contact of RL580 is opened. This is achieved again under the control of transistor
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3DQDVRQLF 5.



Acoustic Feedback (AN6554)



The Euro 4 models which have an additional circuit named Acoustic Feedback (AFB), is located on the Z-Board and is used to overcome variations in the frequency response of the audio signal. These variations appear as peaks and troughs caused by factors such as cabinet, speaker cone construction, and ambient conditions. To overcome these



variations in frequency response, a microphone is positioned within the speaker enclosure and is used to monitor the acoustic conditions. This signal information being fed back to the AFB circuit (Z-Board) where frequency shaping occurs, thus providing a flat frequency response required for optimum sound production.
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3DQDVRQLF From this RC network, the left audio speaker signal is input via pin 10 of IC2221. Here the feedback microphone signal input at pin 9 and the left speaker audio signal input at pin 10 are combined. This results in a flat frequency response of the audio signal being output from pin 8 of IC2221, providing a crisper, clearer sound for the user. This audio output from pin 8 of IC2221 is then fed to pin 5 of connector Z4, where the audio signal is fed back to the E-Board via connector E10. Once the left speaker audio signal is on the E-Board, the signal is fed to the audio output IC IC251.



5.1. Acoustic Feedback Processing The audio signals, output from the Multi-standard Sound Processor IC2101 pins 24 and 25 (located on the E-Board) are fed via transistors Q2102 and Q2103 to the Acoustic Feedback (AFB) circuit, made up of IC2201 and IC2221, located on the Z-Board. Here the processing previously mentioned is performed before the audio signals are output from the AFB circuit, back to the E-Board via connectors Z4 and E10 pin 5 and 6, and to the input of the audio amplifier IC251. A supply voltage of 8V is applied to the VCC inputs of IC2221 and IC2201. This 8V supply is also used to bias the op-amps of both ICs, the biasing of these op-amps being set to 1/2 Vcc by the op-amps at pins 12, 13 and 14 of both IC2221 and IC2201. To perform the processing already mentioned, two AN6554 devices are used. The AN6554 is a quadruple op-amp device used to perform AFB, with IC2201 processing the right channel audio signal and IC2221 processing the left channel audio signal.



Likewise the right microphone signal input via connector Z2 pin 1, is fed to IC2201 pin 2 via C2201 and R2201. The signal is buffered and output from pin 1 of IC2201. Here the signal is split into two paths. The first sees the microphone signal being fed via the high-pass filter, consisting of capacitors C2211, C2212 and resistor R2204. The signal is then input to pin 5 where the signal is buffered and output via pin 7 and resistor R2207. Here the signal is added to the signal from the second path fed via resistors R2215 and R2205. After this signal conditioning of the right microphone signal, the added signals are then fed to pin 9 of IC2201. This negative feedback of the microphone signal is applied to the right speaker audio signal, which is fed from the E-Board to the Z-Board via connector Z4 pin 2. From connector Z4 pin 2, the right speaker audio signal is fed via decoupling capacitor C2206, before being fed via the bass boost circuit, made up of capacitors C2207, C2208 and resistors R2213, R2210, R2211 and R2212.



At the same time the left microphone signal input via connector Z5 pin 2, is fed to IC2221 pin 2 via C2221 and R2221. The signal is buffered and output from pin 1 of IC2221. Here the signal is split into two paths. The first sees the microphone signal being fed via a high-pass filter, consisting of capacitors C2231, C2232 and resistor R2224. The signal is then input via pin 5 to the emitter follower configured op-amp where the signal is buffered and output via pin 7 and resistor R2227. Here the signal is added to the signal from the second path fed via resistors R2235 and R2225. After this signal conditioning of the left microphone signal, which is required to ensure a stabilised negative feedback, the added signals are then fed to pin 9 of IC2221. Here this negative feedback of the microphone signal is applied to the left speaker audio signal, which is fed from the E-Board to the Z-Board via connector Z4 pin 1. From connector Z4 pin 1, the left speaker audio signal is fed via decoupling capacitor C2226, before being fed via a bass boost circuit in the form of an RC network, made up of the following components: capacitors C2227, C2228 and resistors R2233, R2230, R2231 and R2232.



From this RC network, the right audio speaker signal is input via pin 10 of IC2201. Here the feedback microphone signal input at pin 9 and the right speaker audio signal input at pin 10 are combined. The flat frequency response of the audio signal is output from pin 8 of IC2201. This audio output from pin 8 of IC2201 is then fed to pin 6 of connector Z4, where the audio signal is fed back to the E-Board via connector E10. Once the right speaker audio signal is on the E-Board, the signal is fed to the audio output IC IC251.
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3DQDVRQLF 5.1.1. Microphone ON/OFF Control



The microphone ON/OFF control is fed from the headphone terminal (located on the M-Board) and fed to the Z-Board via connectors M7 and Z3 pin 1. Once on the Z-Board the control line is fed to the base of two muting transistors Q2201 and Q2202. Transistor Q2201 being used to mute the right microphone audio signal and Q2202 muting the left. Where the headphone terminal is not in use the control line is LOW biasing the muting transistors Q2201, Q2202 OFF, allowing the microphone signal to be input to IC2201 and IC2221, where the processing discussed in the previous section takes place. When headphones are connected the control line fed to the muting transistors Q2201, Q2202 goes HIGH. This high level fed via resistor R2246, results in the muting transistors being biased ON, pulling the microphone input signals to IC2201, IC2221 to ground, preventing the microphone audio signal being passed to the headphones.



This control is used on non-Dolby Pro Logic models only, as the headphone terminal is in series with the loudspeakers. This means that when headphones are connected the loudspeakers are disconnected, unlike Dolby Pro Logic models whose headphone terminal is in parallel with the loudspeakers, as an alternative headphone output from the MSP IC2101 is used. This control line is used to mute the microphone input signal to IC2201, IC2221 when the headphones are used, which as just mentioned disconnects the loudspeakers. If the microphone input signal was not muted when the headphones were connected, the microphones would feedback external sounds from the surrounding area, which would then be reproduced in the headphones, mixing with the user selected audio signal.
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